JMARS Webinar - Zoom Chat -

15:40:25 From Jackie Kane to Everyone:
https://app.teachermade.com/s/-rta6LBBRFaFZnjUw1Mfyg/

15:50:19 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14lfxPRgsJ11Tt_kXB38CtyoW9UbWp6gar2-TBXU9tDQ/edit?usp=sharing

15:58:51 From Raymond Zich to Everyone:
Raymond Zich Illinois State University busy

15:59:24 From Jessica Halsey to Everyone:
Jessica Halsey, APW Jr/Sr HS (Parish, NY), crazy

15:59:38 From Lindsey Kunkel to Everyone:
Lindsey Kunkel Oregon, Ohio. My day was adventurous

15:59:46 From Ashley G to Everyone:
Ashley, metro DC, BUSY

15:59:47 From Boys to Everyone:
Neal Boys Janesville WI Flexible

15:59:49 From Tina Harris to Everyone:
Tina, Marion IN. driving home from school

15:59:49 From Rosemary Walling to Everyone:
Rosemary Walling, Juneau, AK. ok

16:00:09 From Ashley G to Everyone:
Are you going to share the recording? I'm trying to multitask!

16:00:32 From Karim Jaffer - Physics to Everyone:
I'm multitasking as well. Hi to everyone from Montreal!

16:00:45 From Lyle Tavernier to Everyone:
Lyle, Los Angeles, great

16:00:56 From Matthew Craig to Everyone:
Matt Craig, Moorhead MN, good

16:01:08 From Kevin Molohon to Everyone:
Kevin Molohon from WHite Bear Lake, MN. Hi!

16:01:13 From Pat Monteith to Everyone:
Pat - south of Boston, MA

16:01:18 From JOHN MORA to Everyone:
Bogotá Colombia. Haw are you

16:01:30 From Rob to Everyone:
Rob, Davenport IA, interesting

16:01:58 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:
Elaine Bohls-Graham, Austin TX, HS - amazing

16:02:06 From Michael Jabot to Everyone:
Mike, Fredonia NY, confused

16:03:34 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:
Go, ASU

16:04:14 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:
https://jmars.asu.edu/

16:07:17 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:
https://jmars.mars.asu.edu/download

16:07:55 From Ardis Herrold to Everyone:
We will share the recording, it will be available from the NESTA website in a few days and we will let you know.

16:08:35 From Karim Jaffer - Physics to Everyone: Thanks Ardis!
16:12:05 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:  
https://marsexplorer.wixsite.com/marsexplorer

16:19:24 From Rosemary Walling to Everyone:  
should we be able to see her JMARS screen?

16:19:45 From Ashley G to Everyone:  
What Rosemary said...

16:19:59 From Todd to Everyone:  
Don't know if I'm doing something wrong or misunderstanding, but I cannot view Jackie's screen.  
I see Ardis, Elaine and her...and a frozen PPt slide.

16:20:23 From Todd to Everyone:  
We should go back...sorry!

16:20:34 From Todd to Everyone:  
///////////

16:20:54 From Todd to Everyone:  
How did you get to this screen???

16:21:31 From Todd to Everyone:  
How did you get to this screen?

16:25:15 From Karim Jaffer - Physics to Everyone:  
Do teachers have to make any specific request for students to get accounts or can the students  
independently request access for self-directed projects?

16:26:27 From Scott Dickenshied to Everyone:  
Students can get their own accounts if they want, or they can log in as guests without registering.  
Alternately, sometimes a teacher will set up a shared account for the entire class to use.

16:26:38 From Karim Jaffer - Physics to Everyone:  
Thanks Scott!

16:32:31 From Scott Dickenshied to Everyone:  
I unfortunately have to drop off for another call (discussing some future VR enhancements for  
JMARS).  Best of luck for everyone!  If anyone has technical questions or suggestions after this meeting,  
**you can email JMARS at help@jmars.asu.edu, or stop by our virtual office hours on Friday  
afternoons (see the jmars.asu.edu website for details).**

16:34:42 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:  
https://marsexplorer.wixsite.com/marsexplorer

16:37:29 From Pat Monteith to Everyone:  
Great -- thank you!

16:38:29 From Rosemary Walling to Everyone:  
(1) Can you use a more limited version just through a browser? Under layers on the left, I see  
"Investigate layers" but I don't see that on mine.

16:38:35 From Ardis Herrold to Elaine Bohls-Graham(Direct Message):  
When are we doing the quiz? Or did I miss it?

16:38:46 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Ardis Herrold(Direct Message):  
She has not said.

16:38:53 From Pat Monteith to Everyone:  
Great -- thank you!

16:39:26 From Ardis Herrold to Jackie Kane(Direct Message):
when did you want to do the quiz?

16:41:10 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:

Jackie Kane - usingrs@gmail.com

16:42:17 From Holly Bensel to Everyone:

I am interested in ceres and vesta but I don't see some of the layers I would be interested in.

16:43:54 From Rosemary Walling to Everyone:

how do you see the values on the lat, lon grid?

16:47:17 From Ardis Herrold to Everyone:

If you have advanced or really interested students, you can pair he MARS too with HiRISE (to get very high resolution images) and JCAT (to examine IR spectra of points on the surface).
https://www.uahirise.org/

16:48:19 From Ardis Herrold to Everyone:

link to CAT/CRISM: http://crism.jhuapl.edu/JCAT/index.php

16:49:26 -16:51:32 - Participants were answering multiple choice questions.

16:53:17 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14lxPRgsJ11Tt_kXB38ClyoW9UbWp6gar2-TBXU9tDQ/edit?usp=sharing

16:55:41 From Ashley G to Everyone:

Thank you all. Gotta go!

16:56:14 From Todd to Everyone:

I'm going to sign off. Thank you Jackie!!! Thanks everyone. Keep looking up. :-)

16:56:25 From Pat Monteith to Everyone:

Very interesting....and useful! Thanks

16:59:03 From Raymond Zich to Everyone:

can you explore/locate features by name?

17:00:15 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:

JMARS - https://jmars.mars.asu.edu/

17:00:25 From Geoff Holt to Everyone:

Thanks!

17:00:35 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:

Jackie's website - https://marsexplorer.wixsite.com/marsexplorer

17:01:16 From Matthew Craig to Everyone:

I need to run — thank you so much for doing this! I explored JMARS a little bit on my own but this helped me start to "get" it

17:01:24 From Jessica Halsey to Everyone:

Thank you so much!

17:01:32 From Raymond Zich to Everyone:

Thank you!

17:01:32 From Lindsey Kunkel to Everyone:

Thank you!

17:01:34 From Geoff Holt to Everyone:

Thank you for sharing this!

17:01:38 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:

Jackie Kane - usingrs@gmail.com

17:02:16 From Rosemary Walling to Everyone:

Thank you. Very useful

17:02:29 From Elaine Bohls-Graham to Everyone:

If anyone has technical questions or suggestions after this meeting, you can email JMARS at help@jmars.asu.edu, or stop by our virtual office hours on Friday afternoons (see the jmars.asu.edu website for details).

17:02:32 From Holly Bensel to Everyone: thank you